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Creating natural habitat communities on your school grounds provides excellent educational models for
exploring plant-animal interactions and life and energy cycles. It also provides students, parents and
teachers the opportunity to improve the health and diversity of their outdoor spaces.
School grounds tend to be viewed as unsuitable places for habitat creation because of size, amount of foot
traffic and multiple uses. Nonetheless, many schools across Canada have completed successful naturalization
projects. Some schools have connected the natural habitat communities on their school grounds with natural
areas in nearby parks, maximizing the contribution of their school ground naturalization project and
exploring the broader ecological concepts of interconnectedness and biodiversity.
This fact sheet will cover the basic ideas for
creating prairie, meadow, woodland, pond
and wetland habitats on your school grounds.
Natural habitat communities vary by region
across the country. To cover each type of
natural community in Canada is too extensive
for these fact sheets. Always consult a local
expert to help select plant species for your
project and to learn how to plant in natural
patterns similar to the natural communities
in your region.
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DesigN detaiLs
Prairie and Meadow Habitat
Prairie and meadow communities provide an abundance of colour
and support a rich variety of animal-life, from birds to butterflies,
dragonflies and small mammals. Prairie and meadow habitats are
beneficial when open views need to be maintained on your
property, or where trees are not able to grow.

Many different types of prairie and meadow
communities exist across Canada, from short
and mixed grass prairies throughout the midwest, interior grasslands and alpine meadows
in British Columbia, to the tallgrass prairie in
southern Manitoba and Ontario. Take your
class on a field trip to study the prairie or
meadow communities in your area!

Tips for Designing Your Prairie or Meadow Habitat
C Prairie and meadow communities are comprised of a number of grasses and wildflowers. A prairie is a permanent upland

community that doesn’t support the growth of trees because of low rainfall or periodic fires. A meadow is a transitional community
that will eventually be overtaken by trees.
C Prairie and meadow communities are typically found in open, sunny areas with flat to slightly rolling terrain.
C Prairie communities are typically found on drier, nutrient-poor soils, while meadow communities are found on a range of dry to
moist soil types

Montgomery Meadow

C Prairie communities are dependent on fire to flourish,
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whereas meadow communities are maintained by cycles of
flooding and drought conditions.
C Select plant species for your prairie or meadow community
based on the soil conditions (texture and moisture) of your
site.
C Visit and observe nearby prairie or meadow communities, if
possible, to help select species for your site. Have an
expert in your area lead a field trip.
C Prairie and meadow species do not fare well under constant
wear and tear so planned trails and seating are a good
idea. See the Pathways fact sheet in Built Features for
information on creating pathways.

Creating Prairie and Meadow Communities
Preparing the Soil
Soil preparation is the key to creating successful prairie and meadow communities. More time preparing the soil will mean less work
later and will lead to a healthier more vibrant natural community.
1) Cultivation
C Use this method if you are planting in an old field or if your site has a lot of invasive weeds.
C Clear away any turf grass and unwanted vegetation in the area by cultivating the soil using shovels. Use a rototiller if adults
are helping.
C Allow weeds to grow to a height of 10 to 15 centimetres and then manually remove them with a hoe. Repeat this until weeds
are controlled.
2) Black Plastic Solarization
C Use this method when you are planting in a turf grass area. It is also less
time consuming for school projects.
Some larger projects use glyphosatebased herbicides to eliminate weeds.
C Place a sheet of heavy black plastic over the area you wish to plant.
Although a less harmful herbicide, it
C Leave the plastic for six to 12 weeks to ensure the grass has been killed.
is not recommended in a school
C Remove the black sheets and clear away any remaining turf grass.
setting. Due to their smaller
C Plant plugs directly in the soil. Till the area lightly with a hoe to use
body size, children are
seeds.
much more sensitive to
C Weed manually for the first few weeks while your prairie or meadow
chemicals than adults.
species are growing. Once they are established (one year) there will be
Chemical use on
less weeding involved.
school grounds
should be
avoided.

Do not add nitrogen, topsoil, compost or manure to the soil
since prairie and meadow species can better establish and compete
against weeds if the soil is lower in nitrogen.

Selecting Species
C Select native species from your region as they are better suited to local climate and site

conditions.
C Select species that naturally grow together in the habitat type you create.
C Select a mix of grasses and wildflowers. Prairie communities typically have

C
C

C

C

Never
remove plants from
the wild for any project. This
disrupts the natural balance of
ecosystems. You may, however, want
to participate in “plant rescues”,
using plants from areas that are being
destroyed, or from someone’s native
plant garden that is being thinned.
Or collect seed from surrounding
natural areas and grow your
own plants over the
winter.

50 per cent grasses and 50 per cent wildflowers. Meadows have 70 per cent
wildflowers and 30 per cent grasses. You can adapt these numbers based
on your specific project goals. For instance, for more colour use a higher
percentage of wildflowers.
Match species to the soil conditions of your site. Check with your local
native plant nursery to see what plants are available.
Use either seed or plant plugs for your project, or a combination or
both. Some projects have had success planting wildflower plugs and
seeding native grasses. This technique allows wildflowers to develop
before the faster growing grasses fill the site.
Seed wildflowers in early to late spring (April to late May) or late fall (mid
October to mid November) and grasses in early spring. These times may vary
slightly depending on local climate conditions. Mix seed with sand before sowing
or broadcast seeding for more even seed distribution. Complete two passes over the
site, moving at right angles to each other. Rake the seed in lightly and then firmly pack the
soil. Remember to not seed on windy days!
Plant in the spring once the soil has been cultivated and weeded. Plant plugs 25 to 40 centimetres (10 to 16 inches) apart for
even coverage. Place potted plants or plugs in a hole slightly larger that the root mass. Firm the soil around the roots leaving a
slight depression to catch water. Water thoroughly, making sure the roots are not left exposed after watering.
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Maintenance
It typically takes two to five years to develop a prairie or meadow community. Don’t despair, with a few key maintenance procedures it
can be relatively painless! Plus it allows students the opportunity to nurture the plants through each stage of the project.
C Water plugs as soon as they are planted. During the first year, water regularly for the first

C
C

C

C

C

C

couple of weeks and then as a supplement during dry periods. Plants will not require
watering after they are established, even in drought cycles.
Water seeds after they have germinated and then only during dry periods.
Mulch plugs with biodegradable, weed-free mulch such as woodchips (three to five
centimetres) to help control weeds and maintain soil moisture. Take care to not mulch
too close to the plants because moisture can get trapped and cause rot.
Weed regularly for the first couple of years until your prairie or meadow species become
well established. This is a good exercise in identifying “weed” species from native
species.
Mow annual weeds (live for one year) in the spring to remove the flowers (seed heads),
which once removed will not allow the plants to reproduce. Perennial weeds (return year
after year) can cause more of a problem and will need to be carefully hand dug to ensure
the whole root is taken and the soil is not disturbed to a point where exposed bare soil
becomes susceptible to further weed invasion.
Maintain your prairie community over the long-term with fire. Fires should only be
conducted with the permission of your municipality and school board, and with the help
of trained individuals. If your school cannot use fire on your school grounds, it is not
advised to create a prairie, but rather to use some of the core prairie species (e.g. blackeyed Susan, pale purple coneflower, gray-headed coneflower) to create a wildlife habitat
garden.
Maintain meadow communities by mowing and by cutting out any shrub or tree species
that become problematic.

Wildlife Habitat Gardens
Wildlife habitat gardens incorporate features of natural communities. These gardens are
not re-creations of functioning, natural ecosystems, but they provide a model for
understanding basic ecosystem functions such as habitat requirements and species
interaction.
C To attract wildlife you must meet four essential needs: food, water, shelter and

space. These needs must be provided throughout each season.
C A diversity of plants attracts a variety of wildlife species. Provide a variety of food

C

C

C

C

sources including berry, seed and nectar producing trees, shrubs, wildflowers and
grasses. Remember to not cut back wildflower stems or seed heads in the winter
so birds have a natural seed source and a place to rest.
A diversity of habitat types also attracts wildlife — include meadows, edge
habitat, hedgerows and woodland areas. These areas provide open spaces to search
for food, enclosed space for protection and corridors for movement.
Include water (bird baths, ponds, puddles), feeders and nest boxes close to or in
your garden to provide more opportunities for wildlife. Make sure these features
are visible from the air for birds, in a sunny, sheltered location for butterflies and
high in a tree for bats.
Mammals require extensive shelter. For example, mature deciduous trees are a
home for gray squirrels, coniferous trees for red squirrels and dense undergrowth is
preferred by rabbits.
Fallen logs, brush piles and rocks also provide much needed shelter and habitat.
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Woodland Habitat
Most woodland communities consist of three main layers: the canopy; the middle-story and the under-story or
ground layer. To closely mimic natural woodlands, your garden should include tall trees, smaller trees and shrubs,
wildflowers and ground covering plants. The under-story will have more wildflowers or ground covers depending
on the shade of the canopy layer. As this may change over time, don’t be surprised if some species disappear, or
appear, over time.

Tips for Designing Your Woodland Habitat
C Natural woodlands thrive in areas with rich

C

C

C
C

soil. Add organic matter to the soil, such as
leaf-mould compost to add a rich layer of
humus similar to natural woodland
conditions. To maintain these conditions,
add leaves or leaf-compost each fall.
Woodland species do best in soil that is not
disturbed or compacted. Do not cultivate
the site when planting and provide
protection around the base of trees with
under-story plants or mulch.
Nothing is wasted in the forest — dead
twigs and leaves fall to the forest floor and
provide nourishment for surrounding plants.
Leave fallen branches as they provide homes
and food sources for various wildlife species.
Woodland species like to be sheltered. Some schools have built fences to reduce the effect of
cold, damaging winds on newly planted seedlings.
Plant your trees, shrubs and wildflowers in groups to mimic natural growth
patterns.

Soil Building Exercise

Creating Your Woodland Habitat
Preparing the Soil
C Remove the grass from your garden area using a flat-edged shovel to

only remove the grass, leaving the soil intact.
C Dig in lots of compost and some peat moss, to approximately 30 centimetres.

Top dress with mulch.
C Mulch your woodland garden with dead leaves, grass clippings or

shredded bark to conserve moisture, suppress weeds and help return
nutrients and organic matter to the soil as the mulch decomposes.

Instead of removing grass for your
woodland garden, consider building soil
layers on top. Place three layers of newspaper
or cardboard over the planting area in the spring to
help suppress the growth of grass. Cover the
newspaper or cardboard with compost, well-rotted
manure and peatmoss to create the humus layer. The
grass and the newspaper or cardboard will
decompose, adding another layer for your rich
woodland soil bed. Your site will be ready for
planting the following fall
or spring.

Building the Forest Floor
Sunningdale Public School, Oakville, Ontario
The staff and students at Sunningdale began their Dreamacres plan with the creation of a
woodland garden at the front of their school where the whole community could see the
transformation and become involved. The students began the project by first creating the forest
floor. They prepared the woodland area with soil, mulch and leaves and let it sit for one year. They
watched as the forest floor literally came alive — students were delighted when they found worms and
other insects working their way through the rich forest floor!
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Selecting Plants
The general rule when creating a woodland community is to start from the ground up. Follow
these general guidelines to create your woodland
habitat.
C Use species that are native to your region.

Visit surrounding woodland communities
and see if you can identify the species
there. Use a field guide to help you or see
if a local expert will take you on a hike.
Take some photos and make a list of the
species that grow the tallest and the plants
that grow under other trees to get an idea
of what your woodland could look like.
C Start by planting early successional
wildflowers, such as black-eyed Susan,
gray-headed coneflower and wild bergamot
in the spring. These species enjoy the full
sun offered by little tree cover and will
gradually decline as trees are added to your
woodland community. They also provide
protection for the root system of trees and
help to build healthy soil structure by
trapping leaves and other debris, which will
decompose in the area.
C Plant trees and shrubs the following season (fall or spring). Watch the
changes that take place as your trees grow and the under-story
adjusts to more shade. Record any new species that move in from
surrounding natural areas and make their home in your
woodland community — but remove any invasive species
that arrive.
C Introduce more shade-loving species as the canopy layer
develops.

did you
know…

You can also create woodland habitat around
existing trees on your school grounds. You
will have to adjust the species list to
include those that are more shade
tolerant from the outset, and you
will want to build soil layers
instead of removing the grass
so existing tree roots
are not damaged.

Think about starting a tree nursery at your school so students can watch every stage of
the woodland develop — from seeds, to seedlings, to trees. This will also save you money in the long
run. You will need to find a sheltered spot to start your seeds to protect them from winds and too
much sunlight. Your seedlings will also need to be protected from browsing and trampling.
Build an enclosure and protective covering for your nursery. A Life Zone Approach to
School Yard Naturalization by Henry Kock and Steven Aboud has an excellent
section on establishing a plant nursery at your school.
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Maintenance
Maintenance is rarely a problem in woodland gardens once they begin to be shaded by trees, since many hardy weeds need sunny locations to thrive. However, you will need to do some maintenance early on to help establish a mature woodland garden.
C Add compost every year in the spring, summer or fall. Make sure it covers the area at the base of your plants to nourish them

throughout the year.
C Water your plants to help them establish and during periods of drought to maintain the medium to moist soil conditions your

plants require.
C Add mulch around your plants to help conserve moisture.
C In the fall, cover your woodland garden with a 15-centimetre layer of leaves. The leaves will protect your plants from

extreme changes in weather conditions, and will eventually decompose, adding more nutrients to the soil.
C Remove any invasive species (e.g. Norway maple and garlic mustard) that find their way into your natural woodland.

Ponds and Wetland Habitat
Ponds and wetland habitat provide many benefits on school grounds, including:
Creation of habitat and food sources for local wildlife;
Increased access to wildlife for observing the lifecycles of plants, invertebrates and amphibians;
Creation of a unique resource for a variety of curriculum-based activities;
Improved retention and infiltration of run-off from precipitation;
An opportunity to manage flow of water on the grounds by directing downspout and surface
run-off to a managed pond or wetland area instead of directing it to sewers or having it
collect in large puddles on the school grounds; and
C Increased natural value and visual appeal of your school.
C
C
C
C
C

Tips for Locating Your Pond
Take note of the areas on your school ground that are
wet in the spring and where melt-water and run-off
collect. These are the places where your pond should
be located to take advantage of the existing site
drainage and water holding potential of the soil.
C If you want to encourage wildlife, in particular
amphibians, your pond needs to be located where toads
and frogs can enter and exit safely. Locating your pond
close to an existing natural area, such as a ravine or
existing wetland will create an inviting atmosphere for
amphibians and other wildlife.
C Ponds should also be located away from sources of
contamination such as run-off from compost and
manure, septic tanks and lawns and fields treated with
pesticides and fertilizers. Vegetation “buffer” strips will help to reduce erosion and help filter sediment, fertilizer and
contaminants from entering your pond. For best protection, locate your pond away from contaminants and provide a buffer zone.
C Your pond and the wildlife it houses will do best in a sunny spot away from trees and tree roots. Tree roots will try to find their
way to your pond and absorb the water. This could also damage your pond liner.
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Broadacres Junior School

C The best way to locate your pond is by observation.

Building Your Pond
Materials Needed
The materials needed for your pond will depend on your site, the soil conditions,
and the type of pond you wish to create. Typical materials may include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

clay or flexible PVC liner;
rope to mark out the perimeter of your pond area;
shovels and levels to make sure the pond is dug level;
rocks, flagstone, bricks or other materials to edge your pond and hold the
liner in place; and
native plants and other habitat materials (sand, loam, rocks and logs).

Shape
C Crescent and oval shapes are the best, both for wildlife and for ease of

C
C
C
C

maintenance. Odd angles and shapes should be avoided as they allow
water to become stagnant in the corners, develop algae and become prone
to mosquito problems.
Incorporating a 10 to 18 centimetre deep shoreline or shelf adds more
interest and wildlife habitat potential.
Islands are a great way to add interest and create safe opportunities for
wildlife to nest and feed.
Shallow water around the edge of your pond or at one end provides safe
access for the public and entry/exit points for wildlife.
Several fibreglass pools can be placed side by side to create a larger wetland.
Wildlife are often attracted by the surface area reflection even if the ponds are
separated.

Size
C The ideal size of a pond to attract wildlife is five metres long by four metres wide. The minimum size of a pond to attract wildlife

is 0.5 metres long by 1.5 metres wide by 0.5 metres deep.
C To provide winter habitat your pond will need to be at least one metre at the deepest point to prevent it from completely

freezing.
C For stormwater collection or retention ponds, the size will depend on the amount of water it would hold during peak periods of

rainfall or snowmelt. To do this, measure the area of the surfaces that will supply run-off (e.g. rooftops, grass fields, asphalt or
concrete play areas) and multiply by the annual amount of precipitation. Data on precipitation can be collected from a local
meteorological service, or students can use rain gauges to track precipitation over time.

did you
know…

Plant a vegetative cover along
your pond edge to enhance the
size of your pond area —
anything from one
to a few metres is
ideal.

Ephemeral ponds are only seasonally
wet, usually in the spring. But they
still provide habitat for the lymph or
larval stages of many insects
and the tadpole stage of some
amphibians.
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Codes and Safety Standards
C Call before you dig! Make sure you know where phone and utility lines run on your property.
C Some school boards may require fencing around ponds. They may also have safety

regulations for the size and depth of ponds. There are many design and educational
considerations that can be employed to address issues of safety.
b Shallow ledges around the perimeter of the pond can eliminate the fear of deep water.
b Large rocks placed in the pond can be used as a barrier to deeper sections of water.
b Bridges built over the pond provide access at a safe distance from the water.
b Open access points can be located near shallow water and deep water access can be
restricted by plantings.
b Fencing should be done with safety, wildlife needs and aesthetics in mind. For instance,
fences made of natural materials like cedar rails provide a physical barrier for the public but still allow for wildlife passage.
b Educating people about safety around water is always key. Work with your school board to develop an acceptable standard.
b Consult other schools that created ponds for advice on how they dealt with safety (see the list of Example Projects on page 12).

Selecting Plants
The plants you choose for your pond will vary based on your region and the type and size of pond you have created.
C Visit ponds and wetlands in your area to observe what naturally grows there. Use this opportunity to fulfill some of the science
components of the curriculum by studying the local species in the area and their growth needs (e.g. light, water, soil type) and
then selecting species for your pond.
C Research the size and growth rate of the species you have selected (using nursery catalogues or by asking an expert) to determine
if they will outgrow your pond area. For instance, cattails are an aggressive plant that should not be planted in small ponds.
C And remember, if you have created a retention pond that is only seasonally wet you will require species that have adapted to
periods of wet and dry during the year.
C Do not remove plants from the wild! Purchase plants from a local reputable wetland plant nursery or have them grow plants from
locally collected seed for your project.

Attracting Wildlife
Don’t be dismayed if your new pond does
not attract wildlife right away. It takes up
to four years for new ponds to develop into
good amphibian habitat with a source of
nutrients for plants, tadpoles and other
aquatic organisms.
Amphibians are creatures of habit and may not be ready to re-locate. The closer your pond is to existing local populations of amphibians, the more likely some will take up residence and breed in your pond. Once a few toads and frogs breed in your pond their offspring
will return year after year! In the meantime, document each new arrival.
To help entice amphibians to your pond, remember:
C Different habitats can be created in pockets of your pond liner by using sand, loam and rocks.
C Submerged aquatic plants are important egg laying sites and provide cover for frogs and tadpoles.
C Plants around your pond will provide cover for adults and emerging toadlets and froglets.
C A few rock piles and logs around the pond will provide shelter and refuge from predators.
C Amphibians also enjoy shady areas near the pond where dew collects.
C Toads enjoy rocky retreats where they can burrow. Try building a toad abode using rocks, bricks or clay pots. Locate your toad
abode over sandy soil and arrange the bricks or clay pots to form walls and a roof that is 10-centimetres high.
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Maintenance
You will need to help your pond achieve nutrient balance until plants are well established. Excess nutrients will be taken up by aquatic
plants, but algae are a natural component of wetlands that will form in your pond until a natural balance is reached. Algae provide
most of the oxygen in your pond and are the most important food source for tadpoles. However, you may need to remove excess algae
until plants are large enough to shade the pond and control algae growth. Never use algaecides in your pond as they can harm aquatic
organisms.
Maintenance and annual care should be minimal once your pond is established. You will need to remove organic matter such as fallen
leaves, needles and dead stalks in the spring and fall to prolong the period between major cleanings.

Digging In!
Once you have everything in place and you have decided what shape and where your pond will go, you are ready to dig. This stage can
be the most fun and everyone can participate. Here are a few simple steps to follow.
a) Mark your area with a rope or hose to achieve the desired
shape.
b) Dig out the shape of your pond. Ask local contractors or
parents for help with the use of a backhoe, if required.
c) Determine where the extra topsoil that is not needed to fill
around the pond edges should go. Do your plans include the
creation of hills or other garden areas?
d) Smooth out any rough spots before laying your liner. Some
schools have used a layer of fine sand or old pieces of carpet,
cardboard or felt underlay under the liner to protect it from
being punctured on sharp rocks.
e) Lay the liner over the whole pond area and carefully fit it into
the corners and over any ledges or islands you may have
created.
f) Secure the edges with rocks, flagstone, bricks, logs or other
materials. Or, cover the edge with soil. Keep in mind the
needs of wildlife species for shade, cover and nesting areas.
g) Once the pond liner is in place, the bottom should be covered
with two to 10 centimetres of washed sand topped with a
layer of gravel. Aquatic vegetation can then be planted.
Potted plants can be placed under water until there is enough
sediment at the bottom of your pond to grow rooted plants.
h) Fill in with water. If you are filling your pond with tap water,
let it stand one week before transferring plants. This time will
allow the chlorine to dissipate. Chlorine, found in municipal
water supplies, can damage plants and kill tadpoles and other
amphibious larvae.

i) Plan for overflow. Choose an area beyond the edge of the
pond where water can overflow and drain away. Install a
French drain or channel by digging a hole approximately
one metre (two to three feet) deep, loosening the soil at
the bottom of the hole and filling the hole with stones or
bricks. Cover the stones with a filter made of old carpet,
fibre matting or a layer of turf turned upside down. Place
topsoil over top. Or, create a bog area to the side of your
pond with water-loving wildflowers and shrubs.

j) Be patient. Do not put wildlife in your pond. If the habitat
is appropriate, wildlife will come!
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Where to

go from here?
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Where to

go from here?
Example projects

Prairie and Meadow Habitat
General Gordon Elementary School, Vancouver, British Columbia: (604) 713-5403
Woodland Habitat
Sunningdale Public School, Oakville, Ontario: (905) 844-9941
Maurice Cody Public School, Toronto, Ontario: (416) 484-4080
Glenforest Secondary School, Mississauga, Ontario: (905) 625-7731
Unsworth Elementary School, Chilliwack, British Columbia: (604) 858-4510
Ponds and Wetland Habitat
Harry R. Hamilton, Sackville, Nova Scotia: (902) 864-6815
St. Stephen’s School, Halifax, Nova Scotia: (902) 493-5157
Sir Robert Borden/Not Your Average Daycare, Scarborough, Ontario: (416) 396-6810
R.H. Cornish, Port Perry, Ontario: (905) 985-4468
Kawartha Heights, Peterborough, Ontario: (705) 742-7521

Organizations and Web sites
National
Canadian Wildlife Federation — Wild About Gardening: www.wildaboutgardening.org
North American Native Plant Society (NANPS): www.nanps.org
World Wildlife Fund Canada — Schools for Wildlife Program: www.wwfcanada.org/wwfkids
Regional
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society — Education Program, Calgary, Alberta: www.cpawscalgary.org
Fort Whyte Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba: www.fortwhyte.org
Prairie Habitats, Argyle, Manitoba: www.prairiehabitats.com
Ecology Action Centre, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia: www.chebucto.ns.ca/EnvironmentEAC
Carolinian Canada, London, Ontario: www.carolinian.org
Tallgrass Ontario, London, Ontario: www.tallgrassontario.org
Toronto Zoo’s Adopt-a-Pond Program, Toronto, Ontario: www.torontozoo.com/adoptapond
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